Excavator Operator Daily Inspection Checklist

The following items are to be inspected on a daily basis or for less active excavators prior to its use. Additional daily or monthly checks may be required based on the type of excavator and its use. Consult the machines owner's manual for additional requirements. Daily inspections checklist are required before and after use, backhoe loader daily inspection checklist, excavator inspection checklist, and pre and post operation equipment inspection checklist.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration requires a front end loader operator to be certified by a qualified trainer or third party training organization during this certification training. The machine owner may require additional requirements daily inspections checklist pre inspection of excavator.
front end loader operator is trained in the daily operational inspection which is done with a checklist that must, plant operator daily safety checklist operators are required to check the following items before commencing work these records form the basis of a plant maintenance procedure and will be subject to random inspection keep record with machine at all times ok no obvious defect before commencing operations check m t w t f s s, the following checklists are intended to assist in providing training on osha s revised powered industrial truck operator standards they are not a substitute for any of the provisions of the occupational safety and health act of 1970 or for any standards issued by the u s department of labor s, the cat f series excavators and wheeled excavators offer innovations in power and performance to help you shrink fuel costs and boost productivity by conducting daily walk around inspections, i am trying to find a simple inspection form that each operator fills out before they start their shift i am looking for a form that covers the basic inspection for several types of equipment such as dozer excavator loader scraper, nate encourages all tower industry personnel and stakeholders to utilize the nate equipment basics checklist on a daily basis to ensure that a culture of safety permeates throughout the industry it should be noted that the checklist is not a legally binding document but rather a list of recommendations based on safety principles supported by, hydraulic excavator operator ministry of training colleges and universities hydraulic excavator note this guide and checklist is designed to refer employers and employees to the operators must know how to access equipment and how to use it check daily to ensure a proper charge maintenance tag is updated the pin is in, inspections must be completed daily by the first operator that uses the equipment the completed inspection should remain in the in the box completed inspection forms should be turned in with payroll weekly operator daily inspection checklist ic crane location meter hours instructions check all items, product description heavy equipment inspection checklist with daily report amp service record book contains heavy equipment preventive maintenance checklist and pre operation checklist for heavy equipment each service record consists of 32 set 2 part forms white yellow heavy equipment inspection forms with a wrap around cover to prevent unintentional transfer of the written report, how to perform a daily walk around inspection share this one of a heavy equipment operators most important responsibilities is the machine inspection inspections not only ensure the operators own safety but also the safety of everyone else on your jobsite in addition a walkaround keeps machines in good working condition so you can, equipment operators daily check name for week starting monday pre work inspection monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday sunday comments and corrective action date completed initials equipment operators daily checklist version 1 01 june 25 2010 page 1 title equipment operators daily check author, 6 of the best forklift checklists to use on iauditor forklift app 1 forklift daily checklist 2 forklift inspection checklist 3 forklift safety checklist 4 forklift pre start checklist 5 forklift truck pre use inspection 6 daily pre use inspection checklist perform efficient operator and forklift equipment checks with a mobile forklift app, sample crane safety inspection checklists
Collection of OSHA overhead gantry and tower crane safety checklists use the iAuditor mobile app to conduct your daily pre-start operator checks and monthly equipment audits. The responsible operator filling out this checklist has been adequately trained to both complete the pre-operation safety and maintenance inspection and to operate the equipment. The operator confirms understanding of the safety standards for each component and is capable of properly addressing any observed issues using the correct procedures. The purpose of this checklist is to document pre-existing vehicle equipment condition and to determine suitability for incident use. I hereby acknowledge full responsibility and liability for the operation and mechanical condition of the vehicle equipment described herein.

Operator's printed name | Title | Operator's signature | Date
--- | --- | --- | ---
Equipment inspection checklist

Excavator checklist

Custom bilingual checklists also available in both English and Spanish, French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, or Arabic. See diagram at bottom.

Some basic important checks for used excavators:

- Excavator pre-use inspection checklist
  - Operator make and model
  - Company hour meter reading
  - Hydraulic oil level
  - Leaks
  - Workplace inspection
  - OK, No, or 'D'
  - Fuel battery level
  - Leaks
  - 25 drop-offs or holes
  - Always lock, tag out unsafe equipment comments
  - Operators initials
  - Alternative operators initials
  - Training group

The Heavy Equipment Daily Report and Service Record Book is a preventive maintenance and pre-operational safety inspection checklist log book. Each service record consists of 32 sets of 2-part copy white-yellow heavy equipment inspection forms with a wrap-around cover to prevent unintentional transfer of the written report.

Pre-start equipment checklists for heavy equipment help you to identify potential problems before you begin using your machine. These carbon copy books make it easy to keep accurate, consistent records, keep your equipment in excellent running condition, and help to prevent accidents and unnecessary downtime.

Excavator inspection checklist

BOOK Devtra Inc. The Checker 2.014 applies to inspection and use of all excavator equipment used for public utilities, construction, groundskeeping, landscaping, foundries, resource industries, mining, forestry, city airport, road, work applications, governments, maintenance, production, and industrial. Download a free copy of the backhoe inspection checklist to help comply with OSHA.

Contact us with any backhoe inspection questions. Heavy equipment operator training: Our checklist will help you prepare the basic requirements for the backhoe inspections and daily safety. Ultimately improving your organization's safety compliance. We offer safety and maintenance checklists as well as detailed startup and shut-down procedures for a number of CAT machines so your operators can get to work quickly and safely.

Daily safety checks of overhead cranes should be conducted by operators prior to use at the beginning of each shift during which a crane is used. This template is not intended to be 100% complete. This template should be modified for your crane and worksite by a trained safety official. Daily forklift inspection checklist. Forklifts can be involved in workplace accidents with more than 100 deaths and 95,000 injuries each year in materials handling. Many of these are caused by operating a forklift truck that neither the driver nor their supervisor properly inspected. Pre-use inspection checklists are available for free in English, French, and Spanish language for forklifts aerial.
lifts loaders and excavators the following checklists are provided for general use only and should be supplemented with good judgment and the recommendations of the manufacturer, periodic inspection is crucial to the safe operation of heavy equipment if your equipment is damaged or worn the safety of your workers is at risk furthermore periodic inspections can help you prevent further expensive damage to your valuable equipment develop a safety checklist for the equipment you own and use that checklist regularly, description when performing an excavator pre start checklist what exactly should you be looking for we have developed this pre start checklist template to cover all areas of the most common excavators in the industry, daily weekly and monthly inspections of vehicles and equipment regulatory pre trip h users m11gw vehiclepractices vp 01 06 doc appendix ii procedure drivers inspection and checklist vehicle and equipment class 3 over 4500 kg 4 5 and 6 1 daily the operator enters vehicle number date daily and location on top of the check list, dozer inspection checklist book devtra inc the checker 2 017 applies to inspection amp use of all dozer equipment used for public utilities dirt snow removal gravel sand construction foundries resource industries mining forestry city airport road work applications governments maintenance production industrial, select a competent and knowledgeable employee to regularly inspect heavy equipment this serves to ensure all occupational safety amp health administration osha rules and regulations are followed as well as all manufacturer and company inspection policies, daily inspection form for overhead crane operators that outlines various critical points that should be checked prior to using overhead crane equipment product code w018 forklift operator train the trainer heavy equipment operator mobile crane mobile crane operator fastrack overhead crane daily operator checklist, equipment materials inspecting person s initials rev 9 2014 inspections must be completed daily by the first operator that uses the equipment the foreman must establish where the daily inspection form will be maintained weekly completed inspection forms should be turned in with payroll, lift truck operators daily weekly inspection report internal combustion lift trucks safety equipment rotating lights back up alarms etc check operation 13 steering lift truck operators daily weekly inspection report author user 1, the following checklists are intended to assist in providing training on osha s powered industrial truck operator standards they are not a substitute for any of the provisions of the occupational safety and health act of 1970 or for any standards issued by the u s department of labor s, aerial lift daily inspection checklist operator date lift type model equipment id jobsite 1 operator and occupants trained in aerial lifts and fall protection yes n a 2 lift platform will safely reach the work area preventing over reaching yes n a aerial lift inspection checklist 07 07 16 kep seb, the cat detect technologies mentioned in this checklist are intended to be just one layer of protection in a comprehensive safety program and the most important part of that program is you the equipment operator no one has more control or more responsibility for the safe operation of your equipment than you do stay, each section of a heavy equipment preventive maintenance checklist will be broken down into categories one category will be a list of parts or items to inspect another category will list
the things to look for when inspecting that item or part and the last category should have a space for additional comments or problems found during the inspection, excavator inspection checklist equipment inspection checklist bulldozer checklist standard custom bi lingual checklists also available in both english and spanish french german hindi japanese korean portugese or arabic see diagram at bottom some basic important checks for, apc ums 1010 mobile equipment pre operation checklist add to cart apc ums 1010 mobile equipment operator s pre operation inspection report 10 00 add to cart apc 5000 23 msha certificate of training 4 part ncr 10 00 add to cart apc ums 1009 heavy equipment daily report amp service record 10 00 add to cart apc s 5000, equipment daily checklist and safety inspection form fbp os pro 00025 f01 rev 3 page 1 of 2 note this form is not to be used for inspections of mobile overhead cranes powered industrial trucks or aerial lifts, if everything passes the walk around inspection the operator then climbs into the cab and starts the engine that is not the finish of the inspection a quality heavy equipment training program will take you through the steps needed to perform a daily heavy equipment safety and maintenance check some things require checking all the time, the template is very much applicable for heavy equipment daily inspection the checklist covers the inspection date time vendor what to inspect and possible repair general safety condition issues or repairs needed maintenance completed and other notes this is a powerful form that can be used by the company that performs the daily, equipment operators daily checklist employer equipment type notes equipment ok needs attention fluid levels steering brakes tires manuals hoses belts deck basket this checklist is for daily inspections only and should not be used as a substitute for any regulated inspection requirements title, home blog know your equipment checklist for heavy equipment inspections before and after operation posted on december 11 2017 by trekker group construction machine operators have enormous potential to affect their own safety and the safety of everyone else on the job site as well as the maintenance costs and life of the machines they, the cat 430f2 backhoe loader offers auxiliary controls with thumb rollers as well as the ability to move between job sites quickly and smoothly by conducting daily walk around inspections you, excavator inspection case construction customized maintenance inspection checklist item comments safety equipment operator cab 1 safety decals 2 operators manual 3 seat belts 4 cab mounts 5 controls safety lever switch 6 wipers 7 defrost heat a c fan 8 lights 9 all instruments 10 cab filters 11 horn 12 travel movement alarm, the pre and post operation equipment inspection checklist check tires rims or undercarriage for damage or abnormal wear and clear away debris much like you or i dont operate at full capacity on a broken foot or while wearing shoes that are broken or dont fit a machine can be hobbled by the inefficiencies of the tires or tracks it

Excavator Inspection and Maintenance Record
April 20th, 2019 - The following items are to be inspected on a daily basis or for less active Excavators prior to its use. Additional daily or monthly checks may be required based on the type of excavator and its use. Consult the machine’s owners manual for additional requirements.

Daily Inspections Checklist Pre Inspection of Excavator

Front End Loader Operator Check List Career Trend

April 18th, 2019 - The Occupational Safety and Health Administration requires a front end loader operator to be certified by a qualified trainer or third party training organization. During this certification training, the front end loader operator is trained in the daily operational inspection which is done with a checklist that must be completed.

DAILY PLANT INSPECTION CHECKLIST Collective Civil

April 18th, 2019 - PLANT OPERATOR DAILY SAFETY CHECKLIST Operators are required to check the following items before commencing work. These records form the basis of a plant maintenance procedure and will be subject to random inspection. Keep record with machine at all times. OK no obvious defect BEFORE COMMENCING OPERATIONS.

Sample Daily Checklists for Powered Industrial Trucks

April 21st, 2019 - The following checklists are intended to assist in providing training on OSHA’s revised powered industrial truck operator standards. They are not a substitute for any of the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 or for any standards issued by the U.S. Department of Labor.

Hydraulic Excavator Daily Inspection Checklist

March 19th, 2019 - The Cat® F Series excavators and wheeled excavators offer innovations in power and performance to help you shrink fuel costs and boost productivity. By conducting daily walk around inspections,

Operator Daily Inspection Forms Heavy Equipment Forums

April 20th, 2019 - I am looking for a form that covers the basic inspection for several types of equipment such as dozer, excavator, loader, scraper

Equipment Basics Checklist National Association of Tower

April 20th, 2019 - NATE encourages all tower industry personnel and stakeholders to utilize the NATE Equipment Basics Checklist on a daily basis to ensure that a culture of safety permeates throughout the industry. It should be noted that the checklist is not a legally binding document but rather a list of recommendations based on safety principles supported by

Hydraulic Excavator Operator Workplace Safety North
April 11th, 2019 - Hydraulic Excavator Operator Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities

HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR NOTE
This guide and checklist is designed to refer employers and employees to the Operators must know how to access equipment and how to use it. Check daily to ensure a proper charge maintenance tag is updated, the pin is in.

Operator Daily Inspection Checklist IC Crane online.com
April 20th, 2019 - Inspections must be completed daily by the first operator that uses the equipment. The completed inspection should remain in the box. Completed Inspection Forms should be turned in with Payroll Weekly.

Heavy Equipment Inspection Checklist Daily Report
April 20th, 2019 - Product Description Heavy Equipment Inspection Checklist with Daily Report and Service Record Book contains heavy equipment preventive maintenance checklist and pre-operation checklist for heavy equipment. Each service record consists of 32 sets of 2 part forms. White yellow heavy equipment inspection forms with a wrap around cover to prevent unintentional transfer of the written report.

Cat How to Perform a Daily Walk Around Inspection
April 21st, 2019 - How to Perform a Daily Walk Around Inspection. Share this. One of a heavy equipment operator's most important responsibilities is the machine inspection. Inspections not only ensure the operator's own safety, but also the safety of everyone else on your jobsite. In addition, a walkaround keeps machines in good working condition so you can.

Equipment Operator's Daily Check BC Forest Safety Council

Forklift Checklist Top 6 Free Download

Crane Inspection Checklist Free Download
April 21st, 2019 - Sample Crane Safety Inspection Checklists Collection of OSHA Overhead Gantry and Tower.
Crane Safety Checklists: Use the iAuditor mobile app to conduct your daily pre start operator checks and monthly equipment audits.

**PRE OPERATION SAFETY amp MAINTENANCE INSPECTION**
April 15th, 2019 - The responsible Operator filling out this checklist has been adequately trained to both complete the Pre Operation Safety amp Maintenance Inspection and to operate the equipment. The Operator confirms understanding of the safety standards for each component and is capable of properly addressing any observed issues using the correct procedures.

**VEHICLE HEAVY EQUIPMENT PRE USE INSPECTION CHECKLIST**
April 16th, 2019 - The purpose of this checklist is to document pre-existing vehicle equipment condition and to determine suitability for incident use. I hereby acknowledge full responsibility and liability for the operation and mechanical condition of the vehicle equipment described herein. Operator’s printed name, title, operator’s signature, date.

**EXCAVATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST**
April 20th, 2019 - EQUIPMENT INSPECTION CHECKLIST - EXCAVATOR CHECKLIST. Custom bilingual checklists also available in English, Spanish, French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, or Arabic. See diagram at bottom. Some basic important checks for used excavators.

**Excavator Pre use Inspection Checklist**
IVES Training Group
April 13th, 2019 - Excavator Pre-use Inspection Checklist. Operator’s make and model, company hour meter reading, hydraulic oil level, leaks, M M M WORKPLACE INSPECTION OK. NO N A d Fuel battery level, leaks M M M 25. Drop offs or holes M M M ALWAYS lock tag out unsafe equipment. Comments, operator’s initials, alternative operator’s initials. TRAINING GROUP.

**Heavy Equipment Daily Report Inspection Checklist**
April 21st, 2019 - Heavy Equipment Daily Report and Service Record Book is a preventive maintenance and pre-operational safety inspection checklist logbook. Each service record consists of 32 sets of 2 part copy white yellow heavy equipment inspection form with a wrap-around cover to prevent unintentional transfer of the written report.

**Pre Start Inspection Checklists**
VISTA Training Inc
April 19th, 2019 - Pre start equipment checklists for heavy equipment help you to identify potential problems before you begin using your machine. These carbon copy books make it easy to keep accurate consistent records, keep your equipment in excellent running condition, and help to prevent accidents and unnecessary downtime.
EXCAVATOR Inspection Checklist BOOK The CHECKER
April 21st, 2019 - EXCAVATOR Inspection Checklist BOOK DEVTRA Inc The CHECKER 2 014 Applies to inspection and use of ALL excavator equipment used for public utilities construction groundskeeping landscaping foundries resource industries mining forestry city airport road work applications governments maintenance production and industrial

Backhoe Inspection Checklist Total Equipment Training
April 21st, 2019 - Download a free copy of the backhoe inspection checklist to help comply with OSHA Contact us with any backhoe inspection questions Heavy Equipment Operator Training Our checklist will help you prepare the basic requirements for the backhoe inspections and daily safety Ultimately improving your organization’s safety compliance

Cat Checklists Caterpillar
April 17th, 2019 - We offer safety and maintenance checklists as well as detailed startup and shut down procedures for a number of Cat machines so your operators can get to work quickly and safely

Overhead Crane Daily Pre start Inspection Checklist
April 15th, 2019 - Daily safety checks of overhead cranes should be conducted by operators prior to use at the beginning of each shift during which a crane is used This template is not intended to be 100 complete This template should be modified for your crane and worksite by a trained safety official

Daily Forklift Inspection Checklist McCall Handling Co
April 20th, 2019 - Daily Forklift Inspection Checklist Forklifts can be involved in workplace accidents with more than 100 deaths and 95 000 injuries each year in materials handling Many of these are caused by operating a forklift truck that neither the driver nor their supervisor properly inspected

Pre use Inspection Checklists · IVES Training Group
April 18th, 2019 - Pre use Inspection Checklists are available for free in English French and Spanish language for forklifts aerial lifts loaders and excavators The following checklists are provided for general use only and should be supplemented with good judgment and the recommendations of the manufacturer

Mini Excavator Daily Safety Checklist Readable
April 20th, 2019 - Periodic inspection is crucial to the safe operation of heavy equipment If your equipment is damaged or worn the safety of your workers is at risk Furthermore periodic inspections can help you prevent further expensive damage to your valuable equipment Develop a safety checklist for the equipment you own and use that
checklist regularly

**Daily Excavator Pre start Checklist Lockbox Safety**
April 16th, 2019 - Description When performing an excavator pre start checklist what exactly should you be looking for? We have developed this pre start checklist template to cover all areas of the most common excavators in the industry.

**DAILY WEEKLY AND MONTHLY INSPECTIONS OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT**
April 20th, 2019 - DAILY WEEKLY AND MONTHLY INSPECTIONS OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT REGULATORY PRE TRIP H USERS M11GW VehiclePractices VP 01 06 doc APPENDIX II PROCEDURE DRIVER’S INSPECTION AND CHECKLIST VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT CLASS 3 OVER 4500 KG 4 5 AND 6 1 DAILY The operator enters vehicle number date daily and location on top of the check list

**DOZER Inspection Checklist BOOK The Checker**
April 20th, 2019 - DOZER Inspection Checklist BOOK DEVTRA Inc The CHECKER 2 017 Applies to inspection and use of ALL dozer equipment used for public utilities dirt snow removal gravel sand construction foundries resource industries mining forestry city airport road work applications governments maintenance production industrial

**Heavy Equipment Safety Inspection Checklist Bizfluent**
April 20th, 2019 - Select a competent and knowledgeable employee to regularly inspect heavy equipment. This serves to ensure all Occupational Safety and Health Administration OSHA rules and regulations are followed as well as all manufacturer and company inspection policies.

**Overhead Crane Daily Operator Checklist cranesafe com**
April 19th, 2019 - Daily inspection form for Overhead Crane Operators that outlines various critical points that should be checked prior to using Overhead Crane equipment Product Code W018 Forklift Operator Train The Trainer Heavy Equipment Operator Mobile Crane Mobile Crane Operator FASTRACK Overhead Crane Daily Operator Checklist

**Operator Daily Inspection Checklist Crane and Rigging**
April 20th, 2019 - Equipment materials Inspecting Person’s Initials Rev 9 2014 Inspections must be completed daily by the first operator that uses the equipment. The Foreman must establish where the Daily Inspection Form will be maintained. Weekly Completed Inspection Forms should be turned in with Payroll

**LIFT TRUCK OPERATOR’S DAILY WEEKLY INSPECTION REPORT**
Sample Daily Checklists for Powered Industrial Trucks

April 20th, 2019 - The following checklists are intended to assist in providing training on OSHA's powered industrial truck operator standards. They are not a substitute for any of the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 or for any standards issued by the U.S. Department of Labor.

Aerial Lift Daily Inspection Checklist

April 10th, 2019 - Aerial Lift Daily Inspection Checklist Operator Date Lift Type Model Equipment ID JOBSITE 1 Operator and occupants trained in AERIAL LIFTS and FALL PROTECTION ˜ Yes ˜ N A 2 Lift platform will safely reach the work area preventing over reaching ˜ Yes ˜ N A Aerial Lift Inspection Checklist 07 07 16 kep seb

OPERATOR SAFETY CHECKLIST Adobe

April 19th, 2019 - The Cat Detect technologies mentioned in this checklist are intended to be just one layer of protection in a comprehensive safety program. And the most important part of that program is you, the equipment operator. No one has more control or more responsibility for the safe operation of your equipment than you do. Stay

A Heavy Equipment Preventive Maintenance Check List

April 20th, 2019 - Each section of a heavy equipment preventive maintenance checklist will be broken down into categories. One category will be a list of parts or items to inspect, another category will list the things to look for when inspecting that item or part, and the last category should have a space for additional comments or problems found during the inspection.

EXCAVATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST Inspect Equipment

April 21st, 2019 - EXCAVATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST EQUIPMENT INSPECTION CHECKLIST BULLDOZER CHECKLIST STANDARD Custom bilingual checklists also available in both English and Spanish. French, German, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, or Arabic. SEE DIAGRAM AT BOTTOM SOME BASIC IMPORTANT CHECKS FOR

MSHA 5000 23 Mobile Equipment Pre Operation Checklist

April 20th, 2019 - APC UMS 1010 Mobile Equipment Pre Operation Checklist Add To Cart APC UMS 1010 Mobile Equipment Operator's Pre Operation Inspection Report 10 00 Add To Cart APC 5000 23 MSHA Certificate of Training 4 Part NCR 10 00 Add To Cart APC UMS 1009 Heavy Equipment Daily Report and Service Record 10 00 Add To Cart APC S 5000
Heavy Equipment Safety Starts With A Daily Check List
April 20th, 2019 - If everything passes the walk around inspection the operator then climbs into the cab and starts the engine. That is not the finish of the inspection. A quality heavy equipment training program will take you through the steps needed to perform a daily heavy equipment safety and maintenance check. Some things require checking all the time.

13 Equipment Checklists – PDF Word Excel Pages
April 20th, 2019 - The template is very much applicable for heavy equipment daily inspection. The checklist covers the inspection date, time, vendor, what to inspect, and possible repair general safety condition issues or repairs needed maintenance completed and other notes. This is a powerful form that can be used by the company that performs the daily.

Equipment Operator’s Daily Checklist SafetyHead® Inc
April 19th, 2019 - Equipment Operator’s Daily Checklist Employer Equipment type Notes Equipment OK Needs Attention Fluid levels Steering Brakes tires Manuals Hoses belts Deck basket This checklist is for daily inspections only and should not be used as a substitute for any regulated inspection requirements. Title

Checklist for Heavy Equipment Inspections Before and After
April 21st, 2019 - Home » Blog » Know Your Equipment » Checklist for Heavy Equipment Inspections Before and After Operation. Posted on December 11 2017 by Trekker Group Construction machine operators have enormous potential to affect their own safety and the safety of everyone else on the job site as well as the maintenance costs and life of the machines they.

Backhoe Loader Daily Inspection Checklist
March 14th, 2019 - The Cat® 430F2 Backhoe Loader offers auxiliary controls with thumb rollers as well as the ability to move between job sites quickly and smoothly. By conducting daily walk around inspections you.

Excavator Inspection eaglepowerandequipment.com
April 18th, 2019 - EXCAVATOR INSPECTION CASE CONSTRUCTION CUSTOMIZED MAINTENANCE
The Pre and Post Operation Equipment Inspection Checklist
April 14th, 2019 - The Pre and Post Operation Equipment Inspection Checklist
Check tires rims or undercarriage for damage or abnormal wear and clear away debris. Much like you or I don’t operate at full capacity on a broken foot or while wearing shoes that are broken or don’t fit, a machine can be hobbled by the inefficiencies of the tires or tracks it.
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